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Enchantress Supreme and Fiatt) free of systemic bacterial infection. A3JL known
viruses have been eliminated also. Intensive propagation by terminal stem
cuttings has yielded 240 plants from one stock plant in the period from July
to September. Geraniums may be timed for full bloom at sale season by shifting ^
the less advanced plants to warmer temperatures. A study conducted at Michigan
State in 1956 indicated that the plants which were in the specified stages of
growth on April 20 bloomed for Memorial Day, when grown at 50° and 60° F. night
temperatures:

Variety 50° F. 60° F.
Olympic Red 1-2" stem under bud cluster No bud - first bud
Radio Red £-1" stem under bud cluster No bud - first bud ?
Fiatt 2-4" stem under bud cluster ?irst bud - J" stem

This data indicates that proper sorting of your geranium plants into 50° and
60° F. houses right after Easter will result in a higher percentage of plants in
bloom for Memorial Day.

MARKETING STUDIES

W. J. Haney

Florists* Allied Groups are associating in a statewide organization in
Michigan to provide effective advertising support for their products. In
addition, merchandise planning and promotion and standard accounting procedures
are planned. A consumer panel is determining customer preferences on quality
and price.

Prof. De iferth at Texas A. & M. finds that the trend toward plant depart- '^J
ments in chain and variety stores is expanding. These outlets bring flowers
to locations that have traffic, and they tell us that for effective sales,
flowers and plants must be well displayed, cut flowers must be refrigerated
and all items should be labeled.

Customers like to have flowers* available where they shop cegolarly.
Continued study shows a shift of customer preference from flowering plants
to the more permanent foliage plants and dish gardens.

Mr. A. Felly of Madison, Wisconsin, is merchandising flowers through such
outlets. His own refrigerated unit is installed in the store. He services it
once daily, controls the merchandise sold and pays a percentage of the gross
sales to the store. An equal participation at all chain stores in this country
would more than double the present volume of the florist business.

BEDDING PLANTS

Edward Vaughan
Vaughanfs Seed Company

Chicago, Illinois

The Bedding Plant trade can now be classed as a major segment of the
florist industry. It should no longer be classed on a "catch crop" basis.
If one's own bedding plant sales do not reflect this, it is time to make an "~]
analysis of where you are missing out. ***

The All-Americas give you a wonderful chance to promote some new varieties
that have universal acceptance and can be sold at a premium in that they are
new and different and have national publicity to back them. People will come
to you asking for them by name.


